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sample test 

Level: Intro 1 

1. What is next?  

Twenty/ seven/ Monday/ Thursday/ fifteen/ October / eleven/ Friday/ march /July 

1. Five, six, …………… 

2. Eighteen, nineteen, ………. 

3. Thirteen, fourteen, …………. 

4. Tuesday Sunday, ……….  

5. Wednesday, Thursday, ……………… 

6. January, February, ……... 

7.  August, September, ……... 

8. May, June…. 

 

2. Complete words about Home. 

1. This is where you eat lunch on the table. D………… 

2. You can watch outside from it. W …… 

3. You put rug and furniture on it. F……. 

4. This is where you wash, your body.  B ……. 

 

3. Choose the right word and circle it.  

1. These/ This balls are white. 

2. This/ these pencil is red. 

3. What color is that/those book? 

4. This/ these is a marker. 
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4. Complete the words in the sentences.  

1. This my c………... It is blue. It’s new and I like to wear it.  

2. This is my m……. she is a d………. in a clinic.  

3. Hi. These are my p………. Nina is my m…… and Jason in my f……. . 

4. Hello. My n……. is Ali. I’m a s……. in Alavi school. This is my c……… 

 

5. Complete the sentence with a country or a nationality. 

1. Orlando is from Italy.  H is ………….. 

2. Sergey is from………… He is Russian  

3. Timor is from turkey. He is ………… 

4. Santiago and his friend are from ……. They’re Spanish. 

 

5. Complete the text with the words below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wife/husband/ parents/ daughter/ sons/ baby/ sister/ brother/ children/ family 

Hello I’m Jason and this is my family.  

This is my …..… Her name is Sally. We are very happy ….…... we have three ..……. Two ..…... Toby and Nat. 

And one …….... her name is Katie. Toby is a ……... Katie is Toby and Nat’s …...... Nat is Katie and 

Toby’s……....  


